“Inasmuch as every government is an artificial person, an abstraction,
and a creature of the mind only, a government can interface only with other
artificial persons. The imaginary, having neither actuality nor substance,
is foreclosed from creating and attaining parity with the tangible. The
legal manifestation of this is that no government, as well as any law,
agency, aspect, court, etc. can concern itself with anything other than
corporate, artificial persons and the contracts between
them.”.............................Reality or Fiction why it's called
a motion: As described above, Governments, laws, agencies, corporations,
COURTS, etc. are artificial, imaginary, abstractions, creatures of the
mind only, having neither actuality nor substance, Artificial persons'
are fictional "Things" (in rem; adj. from Latin ="against or about a
"thing,") ie: ALL CAPS NAME = Person=Persona(Transmitting
utility)=CORPS=Corpse = "DEAD" ( life less /soul less) "Things",empty
vessels which have no inherent power, energy or authority other than that
which We living human beings give or are otherwise tricked, decieved
(defrauded) into giving to them. Dead fictional entities, such as
Governments and Courts, can not 'move' wiithout your power, energy, and
authority,...“the Devil can't take your soul, but he can trick you into
giving it to him'. .this is why it's called a Motion. Every English Letter
Has A Meaning
Only Taught To The Privileged
Every English letter has a meaning not taught to anyone BAR those
privileged, those selected few invited in and initiated.
Each letter/meaning is an incantation and as you combine letters (sounds)
they form spells and is why all children are taught/forced to spell so
they will be under the spell (under-the-standing - understanding the
meanings) their whole lifetime.
In & outside of court, certain lawyers, barristers, judges, etc, and
others, while in communication with each other, will use these letters
between them as codes of instruction/determinations, etc.
They often speak "old english" as do some politicians when they talk to
the people via the media.
But the codes/meanings/sounds/language go right over the heads of the
people.
They are not conscious of what is really going on, what is really being
said.
This is the real Orwellian Doublespeak/Triplespeak that occurs.
The English language was called "The New World Language".
You can learn about some of this Freemasonic/Satanic deception at the Love
For Life.com.au website.
English roots are not only in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French, etc, but also
in symbolism which very few know anything about.
It is this symbolism used since these nut cases "crafted" the "practise"

of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphics (which is rooted in mathematics and
sacred geometry as all read & write alphabet languages are) that is being
used against everyone.
The symbolism is the true Free masonic/Satanic language everyone is using
without realizing. These symbols are images and it is these images formed
out of sounds that create our lost state where we need all the prosthetics
of "The System" to survive in this unnatural chaotic state, you call
"socialization".
It is the symbolism behind the language we use that forms the spells that
most are under.
A few years ago, we filed docs in the supreme court before the judges (not
prior), that had the judges quickly flee the court.
When you realize what the Judeo-Judaic world is really all about you will
see why it is imperative they want all the people brainwashed

